
 

     THE MIGHTY MACS is an LVCA February dvd donation to the Hugh Stouppe 

Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of Ligonier, 

Pennsylvania. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd. 
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Ocean Avenue Entertainment / Quaker Media Productions  

Producers: Whitney Springer, Tim Chambers, Mark Robert Ellis, Beau Flynn, 

Howard Gensler, Jerry McFadden, John Rizzo, Keith Stephenson, Cary Toner 

 

11 of a possible 20 points                                                            *** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding performance or technical achievement  

         (j) = juvenile performer 

 

Points 

1         Direction: Tim Chambers    

1         Editing: M. Scott Smith, Tom Foligno, Steve La Ponsie 

2         Cinematography: Chuck Cohen    

2nd Unit Director of Photography: Joe Meccariello 

1         Lighting: Richard Asbury 

2         Music: William Ross* 

1         Production Design / Art Direction: Tim Galvin   /   Jesse Rosenthal 

1         Sound: Kelly Cabral, Benjamin Rauscher, Richard Murphy (mixer) 

1         Acting 

1         Creativity 



11 total points 

 

Cast: Carla Gugino (Coach Cathy Rush), Marley Shelton* (Sister Sunday), 

David Boreanaz (Ed Rush, Cathy Rush’s husband), Phyllis Somerville 

(Sister Sister), Ellen Burstyn (Mother St. John), Katie Hayek (Trish Sharkey), 

Lauren Bittner (Mary Margaret O’Malley, sports buff), Kate Nowlin 

(Colleen McCann), Margaret Anne Florence (Rosemary Keenan), 

Jesse Draper (Mrs. Ballard), Jennifer Butler (Nun), Malachy McCourt 

(Monsignor), Ward Horton (Frank Sharkey, Trish’s brother), Christopher Mann  

(Julius Moore), John Roney (Thomas Caufield), Peter Postiglione (Security Guard), 

others 

 

      Exciting to watch, THE MIGHTY MACS tells the rallying story of a tiny 

Pennsylvania girl’s college facing imminent sale. It managed not only to stay open, 

but also to win the first national college women’s basketball championship in the 

early 1970s against intrastate rival, West Chester. With feminists pressing for 

equal rights, both in workplace and on playing field, timing seemed right for 

creation of a collegiate playoff system to determine a women’s basketball 

championship team, a counterpart to male March Madness.  

     Cathy Rush, newly married to a sports referee, had an ambition. To accomplish 

it, she needed to relinquish her role as full-time housewife and become a 

professional coach. Basketball was something she knew well, being a star player 

in college herself. But how could she get hired, with no previous coaching 

experience?  

     Answer: apply for a position at some obscure institution with a team so awful it 

couldn’t fare much worse. Immaculata College, about an hour’s drive northwest 

of Philadelphia, seemed an optimal choice. 

     Bullseye. It turned out Cathy was the only candidate for a head coaching job 

there. Of course, everything was not ready at hand for a run at the national title. 

Uniforms were ancient hand-me-downs. Immaculata’s gym had burned down. No 

ready replacement was available on campus. Players had low expectations, fans 

were disenchanted by habitual losses, finances for travel expenses were marginal 

to non-existent. 



     But Cathy Rush saw something others didn’t. A sense of supportive friendship 

among students, a school spirit in search of a cause, and willingness to persevere 

even in the face of overwhelming on-court drubbings. Teaming these with 

aggressive, near-suicidal offense, exhausting conditioning, and constant focus on 

team cooperation, she oversaw one amazing turnaround that led to an 

unanticipated winning season and invitation to Nationals. Not bad for a first-year 

coach with only a storage center to use as home court. 

     The film moves surefootedly along a familiar trail to a foregone conclusion. Yet 

a high quality of acting, with no evident miscasting and two very strong 

performances from leads Carla Gugino and accomplice Marley Shelton as Sister 

Sunday, keeps the drama inspired and engaging. Doses of humor, such as the 

demonstration sale of hand lotion to a flattered male customer, provide welcome 

comic relief. Contrasting scenes of relentless torture, when defeated, hangdog 

players are forced to do rapid sidestepping sweeps  in a water conduit late at 

night by a disgruntled, demanding mentor, spark drama. So do action scenes on 

the court itself, edited brilliantly to communicate the rhythmic alternation of 

downcourt charges and the excitement of seesawing leads. Even a romantic 

breakup devastating to one key player, and an embarrassing photo shoot 

frustrating a star hooper with no appropriate formal wear, are skillfully 

incorporated into the plot, lending a sympathetic human interest dimension to 

Immaculata’s drive for countrywide sports honor.  

     As head coach Cathy Rush, Carla Gugino manages to be dictatorial, tactless, 

trim, capable, and sexy, a winning combination. Sister Sunday, more keenly 

attuned to emotional undercurrents and less enthusiastically supportive of 

Cathy’s more sadistic enterprises, is intensely played by Marley Shelton, who 

makes a supporting role emerge at times into the primary one. Director Chambers 

seemed to realize the dynamic between principals improved by designing joint 

scenes for banter, confession, and counselling. Including a sternly disapproving 

opponent, acted convincingly by veteran Ellen Burstyn as beleaguered Mother St. 

John, is further enhancement for an already charming low-budget sleeper. 

     Orchestral music by William Ross ably underlines athletic action and certainly 

knows when to expand into heroic crescendo. Quiet scenes are accompanied by 



hushed tones with just enough subdued tension to imply what will come later. 

Another accomplished score by a veteran who makes film music an art form. 

     Saddled with a screenplay unable to evade every sports cliché, THE MIGHTY 

MACS is less about witty, memorable dialogue than thrilling basketball action. 

Words are minor here. Deeds trump all.  

     Chuck Cohen’s cinematography is always competent, occasionally arresting. 

Reinforced with Joe Meccariello’s 2nd unit work, it tidily recreates 1970’s rural 

southeast Pennsylvania, where people pursued  jobs in more leisurely fashion 

than at present accepting the dispiriting news of Watergate as serious, but not 

catastrophic. A Cinderella emerging from ranks of the defeated could more than 

offset political headlines in public attention then, as now. 

     Sound and lighting are of mediocre quality, not so defective as to be irksome, 

but failing to augment and enhance the film. No stunning creativity is on display 

either, but it’s not needed. THE MIGHTY MACS triumphs without it. 

     DVD bonuses consist of a low-definition six-minute ESPN segment of blurry 

1970s videotape recordings, an informative 24-minute documentary about 

making the film and three inconsequential deleted scenes rightly cut from the 

final release print. 

     Containing some profanity, the film is certainly both appropriate and 

entertaining for teen and adult viewers. Recommended for all fans of underdogs 

and women’s basketball. A winner, both dramatically and as a promotion for 

women in sports. 


